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AR from forming a natural geographical region, Berkshire and Oxfordshire
(FIG . 36) provide an interesting section across the Jurassic, Cretaceous and
Eocene systems. Their most salient feature is the north or north-west facing
chalk escarpment of the Berkshire Downs and Chilterns. This escarpment is
the dividing line between two regions which present in general terms a number
of noteworthy and doubtless interconnected contrasts. To the south, both on
the chalk and beyond, there is more wood, heath and down, and less good
arable; nucleated viUage settlements are fewer and smaUer, many parishes
consisting of a scatter of ' Ends', • Greens' and • Rows'; whilst other settlement names, when compared with those to the north, end much less often in
•-ton' or •-ington', but correspondingly more frequently in •-ley' and' -field'.
(This pattern tends to re-emerge in the more forested areas of the northern
region- Wychwood and the Oxford Heights.) Moreover, north of the chalk
these two counties lie, to use Alice's phrase, • all ridges and furrows': except
on the Cotswold oolitic limestone one rarely need go far to find them. But the
ridge and furrow country ends at the foot of the chalk escarpment: to the south
it is virtually never seen. Mead has shown that this pattern continues into
Buckinghamshire. '
A survey of Berkshire and Oxfordshire using air-photographs (the
Ordnance Survey 6 inches to one mile verticals) givcs a more detailed picture
of this contrast (FIG . 37). From each photograph have been taken four readings,
each 2t kilometres square. There are examples of ridge and furrow which
these photographs are not large or clear enough to show; hence it has been
decided not to fill in from ground survey those areas for which no photograph
is available. Nevertheless the survey appears to give an accurate general
picture of the distribution of prominent ridge and furrow. Some necessary
modifications are discussed below.
Though it cannot be stated dogmatically that all the ridges here recorded
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For the
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Map of Berbhire and Oxfordshire. including places mentioned in the text.
(Outline based on the Ordnance Survey. Crown copyright reserved )
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no. 37
Map showing the distribution of ridge and furrow in Berkshire and Oxfordshirc, and its relationship to
the outcropso(oolitic limestone and chalk. (N,B.-This is not. map of the distribution of open fields.)
(Oulline based on the Ordnance Survey. Crown copyright reserved)
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represent formerly ploughed open-field selions,' it now seems certain that the
vast proportion do. Beresford, in particular, has demonstrated a number of
cases where areas of ridge and furrow correspond to the furlongs shown on
open-field maps;' and similarly at Wroxton in north Oxfordshire surviving
ridge and furrow agrees with the directions offurlongs shown on a map of 1768.'
Furthermore, ridges are commonly found underlying hedges and other features
of the modern landscape. It is, of course, possible that some ridge and furrow
was gathered up after enclosures, but this has been most inadequately demonstrated, at least for this part of England. Kerridge's arguments from documents
for the extent of post-enclosure ridge and furrow would look much stronger ifhe
could locate and describe some specific examples on the ground : some of the
references to ridges that he quotes have clearly nothing to do with ridge and
furrow as seen on the landscape.' It might be expected, however, that on
enclosed land that remained arable the ploughman sometimes found it convernent to maintain the old ridges or parts of ridges in the enclosure. Some
striking cases of this were illustrated by the Buckingharnshire reporter to the
Board of Agriculture during the Napoleonic Wars."
It is not suggested that absence of ridge and furrow in a particular district
means that open-field agriculture using a furlong and selion pattern was never
practised there. On the contrary, inclosure awards, maps, and topographical
and agricultural writings provide plenty of evidence of such open-field farming
continuing as late as the 18th and 19th centuries in those parts of Berkshire and
Oxfordshire which have no ridge and furrow.' Nevertheless, in areas of
extensive woodland, such as the Wychwood district, parts of the Oxford
Heights in north Berkshire, the Chiltern dip-slope, and the forest and waste
covering much of south-east Berkshire, the proportion of land under any form
of cultivation must have been relatively small. The same would have been
true of large downland tracts, again on the Chilterns and on the Berkshire
Downs. The Berkshire reporter to- the Board of Agriculture included the
central and western Downs under the heading of' Wastes '. But they made
good sheep-walks, and he noticed with disapproval that certain parts were
I Seliom are nOl necessarily cQlenninou.'I with strips or holdings, which might comist of several
5('liom or . lanth '. On terminology see the useful note by H. M . Clark, . &lion Size and Soil type '.
A,rk:, H.R. \'"111 (,gOO), 9'.
1 M. \V. Beresford, • Ridge and Furrow and the Open J'ields', £Con. H.R . (1948),34-45 ; 1M
LDst Villagu ~ England (19,54.), ch. II ; Beresford and St. Jost:ph, MediLval England .
• J. L. C. Mowal, Sixtmr Old Maps of Propt"rtw In Oxfords/lift . .. (1888).
, E.. Kerridge, . Ridge and Furrow and Agrarian History' , &on. H.R. ( 1951 ), J~-36. See abo
J. C. Jackson, . The Ridge and Furrow Controversy', Amateur flistorian (Autumn, Ig(:it), !Z3-9.
/0 St.J. Priest, Gt~ral View of the Agriculture of Buchnghamshrrt (1813), 131-4.
7 !",g .tt William Mavor, (d~ral hew of the ,1gricultuu of BnAJ"i,e (180g); v;. E. Tat(', • A
Handlist of English Enclosure Acts and Awards relating to Land in Berkshire', Berks. ~rch. J., XLVII
( 1943 ),56-90; V.C.H. Oxon., VII, VIII.
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being broken up for cropping for short periods.' In the mid-19th century
Thomas Hughes in the opening pages of Tom Brown's Schooldays aired his
enthusiasm for the Berkshire Downs, adding a lament against the' improvers '
and' Lincolnshire farmers'. 'The long fresh slopes are sheep-walks no more,
but grown famous turnips and barley.' Recent years have seen a second wave
of this improvement or encroachment on the grassland. But the earlier bare
aspect of the Downs must not be exaggerated. Whereas the actual escarpment
and the ridge of the Downs were divided as pasture among the numerous
villages situated in the Vale of the White Horse, there have also existed several
village settlements on the Downs' dip-slope. One of these is East Ilsley, where
a large area of downland was being cultivated in strips as late as 1860."
Another reason for the absence of ridges in many places, is, hardly surprisingly, ploughing since enclosure; but complete obliteration of all traces, even
over a comparatively small area once ridge and furrow, is exceeding difficult.
A much more important factor deciding the presence or absence of ridge
and furrow in Berkshire and Oxfordshire is ploughing technique, governed by
the nature of the soil and subsoil. Open-field selions could be ploughed unridged, as where they survive at Portland in Dorset and Braunton in Devon."
Mavor, reporting on Berkshire during the apoleonic Wars, observed: 'In the
deeper soils of the Vale (of the White Horse), the ridges are generally thrown
pretty high as a substitute for draining; ... In the drier soils the land is made
as level as possible.'" On this question of ridging for drainage, ground
observation shows that the ridges were rarely, if ever, laid out to produce an
overall drainage system for a whole field or township, and Mavor complained
that water often had no outlet, but stagnated in the furrows and destroyed
vegetation." Yet an immediate objective was achieved: the ridge would be
relieved of excessive moisture, even though the furrow might be waterlogged and
left uncultivated." Underground pipe-drains are the modern answer.
The view that ridge and furrow was gathered up in many open fields to
assist drainage is confirmed by comparing FIG. 37 with an outline of the geology.
To the north of the chalk escarpment, ridges are not found on the free-draining
oolitic limestone, but occur on almost every other soil, both heavy and mediumdrained. FIG. 37 does not, admittedly, show an exact correlation between
the limestone belt and the absence of ridge and fun ow, but this is because
• Mavor, CtnUQ/ Vuw, 26. 239, 324.
, Berk.•. R.O. Map OfE L PS.
10 C. D. Drew, • Open Arable Fields at Portland and elsewhere', Anliqui!y. XXII (1g.a.8), 79-8. i
H. P. R. Fjnb~rg•• The Open Field in Devonshire I, Antiquf!J. x.."ClIt ( 1949), 180-7; Beresford and St.
Joseph, M~dinJ(J1 Ent{and. 43-5·
" Mavor, Central View, 159-60.
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the air-photographic survey is of insufficient detail for the extreme irregularity
of the geological outcrops. Moreover, around Wychwood, as well as on parts
of the Oxford Heights, forest cover contrihutes to the sparseness of ridge and
furrow.
From the chalk escarpment southwards the absence of ridges in open and
cultivable areas is generally explicable by the free-draining soils, both on the
chalk itself, and farther south on sands of Eocene date and superficial gravels.
But the Eocene country also includes claylands, where, by analogy with the
country north of the chalk escarpment, one would expect to find ridge and
furrow, and where the negative evidence of the air-photographs cannot be
entirely explained by the extent of woodland and recent ploughing. But
ground-searching has demonstrated the limitations of these small-scale airphotographs, and has revealed a number of examples of ridge and furrow on
the clays east and south of Reading, notably at Waltham St. Lawrence and at
Stratfield Saye, just across the Hampshire border. These ridges are narrow,
varying between 4 and 8 yards, and never very high. Within the furlongs the
widths are normally very regular, and the alignments straight: in only one
furlong- in Shouesbrooke Park in Waltham St. Lawrence---have lands of the
distinctive revcrse-S shape been definitely observed." At Stratfield Saye the
ridges underlie hedges and a metalled road, and elsewhere on these clays where
they run up against a hedge without a headland or at a sharp angle, it is
reasonable to assume that the ridges are earlier than the hedge and have been
ploughed out on the other side. Nevertheless, the possibility remains that some
of these ridges are later than enclosures. It would be interesting to know
whether the Eocene claylands of other counties have ridges similar to these in
south Berkshire and north Hampshire: there could be a regional type. Some
of them would fall within Bowen's arbitrarily defined class of' narrow rig '.',
It is easy to see why they do not appear on the small-scale air-photographs
(though some examples proved just discernible on a second check). Compared
with the high-backs on the claylands north of the chalk, they present little
problem to farmers wishing to ohliterate them, which would suggest that they
were once much more extensive.
The flat-ploughing of open-field selions in areas of free-draining soils
requires some discussion. The ploughman avoided the ridge, but maintained
the furrow or groove between the selions, which even on well-drained soils
facilitates the removal of surface water- a principle observed by modern
mechanized ploughing. To prevent an unwanted ridge when using the
14

See below.

IS H. C. Dowen, Ancienl Fields ( 1g6,), 47.
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common fixed mould-board plough,'· techniques such as ploughing slightly
shallower towards the edge of the selion, careful harrowing, or even the
occasional ploughing outwards were probably employed. The light crumbly
soils of the chalk and limestone country have anyway less tendency to ridge up
than clay and loamy soils.
The furrow could, of course, have been avoided by using a turn-wrest
plough with a one-way Rat-ploughing action," but, despite the superficial
attractions of such a theory, there is no evidence that turn-wrest ploughs were
ever adopted in Berkshire or Oxfordshire. Marshall considered them confined
to Kent and parts of Surrey and Sussex," while the ploughs described by the
Berkshire and Oxfordshire reporters all have fIXed mould-boards." Mavor
suggested, nevertheless, that the Kentish turn-wrest plough might be introduced
with advantage in many parts of Berkshire with' strong, cohesive soils'. ~
Flat-ploughed selions once abandoned or enclosed stand little chance of
surviving archaeologically. However, downland broad-rig, consisting of long
and low parallel strips which seems to belong to some form of open-field agriculture, is fairly extensive in some upland chalk regions." It is visible on parts
of the Berkshire Downs, notably on the Wiltshire border at Ashdown. In
several localities where it is suggested by Major Allen's air-photographs taken
in the 1930's" recent ploughing has made ground checks impossible. Bowen
includes downland broad-rig under the heading' ridge and furrow', but this
classification can be misleading, for it is not ridge and furrow in the normally
accepted sense, and clearly the ploughman never tried to ridge these lands up.
The broad-rig on Fyfield Down in Wiltshire is plain enough on the air-photographs of Allen" and St. Joseph ;" but how many visitors there, in summer
at least, have failed to detect it overlying the more famous Celtic Fields?
Strip-cultivation on the Berkshire Downs, the Chilterns and the Oxfordshire Cotswolds is further attested on air-photographs by crop- and soil-marks of
furrows on land now arable. The furrow lines are normally straight, but in
many cases do not correspond with the existing enclosures, though these in many
cases are very new. Often a criss-cross pattern of furrows is produced by later
" Fo r fIxed mould·board ploughing lee Orwin, Open Fitlds, 3!l·3 j M. Nightingale, . Ploughing
and Field Shape', AntiquIty, XXVII (1953), 20.1.
'1 See Nightingale, • Ploughing'J 2!l fr.
•• William Marshall, The Rural &tJ1UJtI?J of lIu &lItNrn Countiu (17Q8), pa.uim. In the Weald of
Kent, be remarked, •... the lands, in general, arc gathered up inlo bc(U or ridges' with a tum·wrest
plough! : 1.350.
" Mavor, General View, 119-!il3 ; Arthur Young, View of tM Agricuitufl of OJifordshirt ( IBog), 76.
M General View, 156 n.
U
Bowen. Ancient Fields, 48-50. See abo O. G. S. Crawford and A. Keiller, Wessex/Tom rJu AiT
( 1928), pI. XIX-XXII.
n I n the Ashmolean Museum, Oxrord.
IJ J. and C. Hawkes. PTehistbric Bn'lain (1947), pI. XI.
14 Bowen, ...lncUnt Fields, pI. v.
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ploughing at right-angles. No doubt some of these marks are modern, but
others may well represent open-field plough;ng-a view reinforced by the
excavators of the Iron Age farmstead at L;ttle Woodbury in south Wiltsh.ire,
where parallel grooves in the chalk correlated not only with dark lines on the
air-photograph, but also with divisions shown on an estate map of about 1600."
Flat-ploughed lands also survive in the form of strip-lynchets, of which the
Berkshire Downs possess several examples. It would be arbitrary to assume
that all strip-lynchets represent one-time open-field sel;ons, yet those at Calstone
in Wiltshire show a striking correlation with the strips of an early 18th-century
map.'· They are by no means peculiar to chalk land, and their' treads' (to
use Bowen's terminology) are not always flat. In several places on the red )jas
h.ills of north Oxfordshire, notably at Sherungton and on both sides of the
Warwickshire border on Deddington Hill at Warmington, there are fine
examples of strip-lynchets whh ridged ' treads ' . ' lynchetted rig ', as Bowen
proposes to call them. These are clearly open-field selions arranged in furlongs,
though the lie of the land rarely allows thcir curves to be of the normal reverse-S
type. On Dedd;ngton Hm, as the steepness of the ground d;m;rushes so does the
size of the' risers ' between the lands until they become ord;nary ridges; and
ridges la;d across the contour abut onto strip-Iynchets laid along it.
Two other features, describable as ridge and furrow, deserve mention here.
Firstly, within the Iron Age hill-fort on the chalk outlier of Sinodun Hill is a
block of ridges some 60 yards long and 2! yards wide, which have intrigued
various observers." They arc older than the' Clump' of beeches standing on
them, but their purpose is obscure, though presumably agricultural. On
account of their isolated position, their small size, and their descending a step
towards one end they can hardly be equated with open-field ridges. Some
virtually identical ridges, again in a later beechwood, have been observed in
Oldfield's Gopse (Ash Gopse) in Stratton Audley parish on the cornbrash in
north-east Oxfordshire.
Secondly, there are the artificially floated water-meadows, " whose short,
marked ridges arranged on grid-iron plans beside rivers are easily distinguishable
from open-field ridge and furrow. They need a porous soil, and are commonest
in the chalk counties. Mavor noticed this feature in various places in BerkI~

G. Henu , ' Excavations at Liule Woodbury, Wiluhire t, Procudings oj the Prtlrist(JrU $ocitf_.

N.S. VI ( 19~O ). 31, 33-10. pls." u.
d Crawford and Kei1ler, W"SSlX, pI.

XXVlII, XXIX.
On consideration and datinj' ofstrip-Iyncheu.
see Bowen, Ancient Fields, 40-6 j P. D. Wood , • Strip Lyncheu Reconsidered', Gtog. Jm., CXXVII (1961 ),
449-59·
11 ~otably 0 G. S. Crawford, l trdl(uo/OOITl tJu Fitld (19!:13), '99.
II Set' L. Dudley Stamp, The Land of Britain ,' Its Llstond Misuse (1948), 78-82; E. Kerridge, I The
Floatingorthe Wiltshire Watermeadows', ',,"'ilts. Arch, MQgQ;:ine, LV (1953), 105-18,
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shire," where water-meadow ridges are still visible in the Kennet, Lambourn
and Pang valleys. In Oxfordshire there are some fine examples constructed in
the 1840's by the EvenJode at Hanborough, ~ but no others are known. Nor
were there any at the beginning of the 19th century, ifwe may believe Young."
II
The following general observations on the form and lay-out of ridge and
furrow in the Oxford region, that is those parts of the two counties lying north of
the chalk escarpment, are based on fieldwork and study of air-photographs, and
in particular on a survey of the township of Water Eaton, immediately north of
Oxford (FIG. 38).
In the Oxford region, as elsewhere, ridges vary considerably in size, not
only from parish to parish, but also from furlong to furlong and even within the
furlongs. Though above 350 yards i unusual, lengths of 500 yards occur, and
similarly short furlongs ofless than 100 yards. Widths varying between 4 and
24 yards have been observed, but are normally between 7 and '3 yards.
Though, as already mentioned, there is more regularity in south Berkshire, in
the Oxford region and the south Midlands generally the side of ridges does not
appear to be controlled by locality, gradient or soil-type." If anything, there
is a tendency on heavy low-lying land for ridges to be higher and wider. On
the Oxford clay at Water Eaton and across the Cherwell at Islip and Hampton
Poyle there are many furlongs of highly banked ridges 15 yards and more wide.
It is at Water Eaton that the enormous size of24 yards occurs. But by contrast
ridges only 7 yards wide are found in two of the furlongs at Water Eaton, and
one includes an individual of only 4 yards. Not uncommonly two adjacent
ridges occur each only half the width of their neighbours-clearly a case of a
ridge being slit down. This could be the result of a division of a tenement or
merely for agricultural convenience- a question unanswerable archaeologically.
There are also ridges at Water Eaton that do not extend the full length of the
furlong, but end in a point half-way across, as ifsqueezed out by their neighbours .
., C.erwrtU I';"w. 368-71.

S« my nOle In Top. Oxon. Autumn 196:2 I Spring 1963·
]1 Young, .I(ric. Oxon., 268. A map of Chesterton drawn in the 1760'S (Oxon. R.O.J .• lv/r) shows
the f\3.m~ Flood Gal" a.'l"IignC"ci to three pieces (or lots?) of m~ado .... mea'luring in all about four acres.
I'he ~mall sizt' of lhe adjoiningsltum, lh(" ,iluation orlhe Oxford clay, a~ w<"ll as ,he lack orany presrnt
indic8t1oru on Ihe ground. make it unlikdy that lhCS(" .... (·re floatffi meado'ws of the ridged t~. But
Lh(' name may not be rar(', and meado",s called. . 1·lotgates' and' Dammede' are recorded in midJ3lh-crnt ury manorial lIurvey! in Hu.ntingdomhire; Ilanuty CartlJl?'Y.' I (Roll, Series 7~1 .18a.~).
13:2.
l'h~' could bt" mowed once a year.
Presumably wme IN..\ IOphl~lIca ted l)l)(" ofwatenr:g 15 to be
und("l'Stood . Funh(,mlore. th(" name' wau:nnc-adow' ptr .It may appl)' to any damp or ri .. el"!lide
mc-aciow wilh IV) connotation of artificial floating.
n H. \1. ('lark jmilarl)' found no com:lati(1O oct",c","n Ih(' ",idlh of~lioJU and soil-type: ,ll:ri(.
II.R. (.g601.
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With such variations in both measurements it hardly needs stating that
there is no standard size for a selion, despite tbe widespread appelation • halfacre'. But, as rough estimations, • half-acre' selions were commonly found
convenient for assessing rents and services. A survey of the holdings of Corpus
Christi College in Marston in 1605 shows that almost all the lands, selions and
ridges (all three terms were used) were reckoned at half an acre," but measurement showed how variable and mostly over-estimated these' half-acres' were
-hardly surprising wben it is recalled that Jonathan and his armour-bearer
slew about 20 Philistines ' within as it were an halfacre ofland which a yoke of
oxen might plow'."
Reverse-S shaped lands appear to be commoner than straight ones."
Sometimes, especially on the most highly banked ridges, the curves are very
accentuated with hooked ends showing clearly how the plough-team moved onto
the headland. It is difficult to believe that ridges were laid out so sinuously;
it is more probable that they have attained their shape after ploughing over a
long period. The continual encroachment ofland upon land presupposed by
such an argument would be easier to understand where all the lands in a
furlong were held in demesne or by a single tenant.
Whether there were balks between the selions or the holdings in this region
cannot be answered categorically. Beecham has suggested that where balks
existed they should show between preserved ridges ;3. bu t grass-covered ridge
and furrow has lost the sharper profile of the arable selions they once were, and,
save for very prominent cases like the famous' green furrows' at Crimscote on
the lias clay in south Warwickshile," the presence or absence ofa balk can only
be proved by excavation. The furrow marks, mentioned above, found in the
chalk at Little Woodbury in Wiltshire, though about a metre wide, were single
grooves, showing that there had been no unploughed balks there ; and recently
at Stand lake stripping of topsoil preliminary to gravel quarrying revealed the
lines of furrows without balks cut into the gravel. What quality of crop grew
in the bottom of such furrows is, of course, another matter.
Nevertheless, it is hardly conceivable that on heavy clay, like that at
Water Eaton, the furrows were worked to the bottom. Moreover, Mavor
commented that in the Vale of the White Horse' few unsightly balks are left,
nor is more land wasted than can be helped under this form of aration ',',
H G. N. Clark, Open FiI[ds and Inclosure at Marslon, TJelJr Oxford (O.R.S., 1924), 9~lo.
14 1. Samuel, XIV. '4.
H S. R. Eyre,' The Curving Plough-strip and ils Historical Implicalioru', Atfie. H ,R., UI ( 1955).

80-94·

J'

H. A. Beecham, . A Review of Balks as Strip Boundaries in the Open Fields', Agrie. H.R., rv

( '95 6 ),O>-H
11 Orwin, 0INn Fulds. pI. xlh.
11 G~JUraJ "'LW, 159-60.
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These • green furrows', left uncultivated between each ridge for reasons of
drainage (or lack of it), were presumably less spectacular than tbose ofCrirnscote,
but tbey were distinct from mere division balks. The latter existed in certain
parts of England (and still exist in the open fields of Braunton and Portland")
between holdings, but not necessarily between individual selions. Insistence
on division balks was probably commoner where selions were ploughed flat
without the wide furrows, which in many areas would have been sufficient
boundary marks in themselves. Beecham commented on the normal silence of
Arthur Young and his contemporaries on this subject,'· but in the open fields
of the Baldon district Young did notice the absence of' division baulks, which in
so many counties are sources of weeds and depredation'''' It would be unwise
to infer from this that outside the Baldon district, either within or \vithout
Oxfordshire, division balks were normal in open fields whicb survived until
Young's day: his Vitw (or Gtnnal View when reprinted in 1813) of the Agriculture of Oifordshire is in many parts merely a collection of odd observations and
anecdotes.
The variable size, shape and normally apparently haphazard lay-out of
furlongs of ridge and furrow are well enough known, but that these are commonly the result of older furlongs being partially, and doubtless also wholly,
overlain by later ones has not received sufficient emphasis. A glance at a fieldmap or air-photograph will often show how furlongs cut away corners of others,
or how one-time reverse-S lands remain as half-S's, while their other halves are
covered up by newer lands laid out in the opposite direction. A case of overlying on a field-map of Lower Heyford" was illustrated by Eyre," and his
contention that straight lands are generally later than curved ones is corroborated
by other observations in the Oxford Region . Later furlongs tend, moreover, to
contain shorter lands. A simple way of effecting this, not uncommon at
Water Eaton, was by dividing a furlong across the ridges, thus making a furlong
of reverse- 's into two ofhalf-S's. No headland was constructed along the new
division, which is Mtnessed by a bump on each ridge, shO\ving the build-up
where the ploughs turned. These bumps probably represent 'half-balks', such
as the Orwins recorded at Laxton in Nottinghamshire." It is clear then that
open-field patterns were susceptible to considerable and continual alteration as
well as enlargement, and it must not be assumed a priori that selions remained
unchanged from the time of their first ploughing until enclosure.
" Sa above .
.. Agrie. N.R. 1956),23.
Agric. Oxon. , 239.
Mowat . Sixtun Old Itlaps.
4) Agri(, H.R. ( 1955 ), FlO. v, p. 92.
4. Open Fields, 99.
4'
4.
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evertheless levelling of ridges, either for relaying out or for other purposes,
was not to be lightly attempted . Kerridge quotes cases of slitting, cleaving and
throwing down as regular practices," but this was presumably a relative process
to keep lands in trim: it can hardly mean Oatterting of high backs. As became
apparent after enclosure, there were dangers involved in levelling, unless done
very gradually." A farmer at WendJebury, so Young observed, had some high
ridges in his enclosure, but was' very cautious of ploughing them down as they
contain only a cold clay', while Sir Christopher Willoughby had ploughed some
down to make an ornamental lawn, but after 30 years the land had not recovered.
Willoughby's moral from this was that' old high ridges should on no account
whatever be ploughed down'. They were best laid to grass unploughed, for' the
staple is the artificial child of cultivation; and if it is buried, and the subsoil
brought up by levelling, it is injured for an age'." Whether for techrtical or
more purely economic reasons, so much ridge and furrow remains under grass
to this day.

III
After drawing heavily on Water Eaton in the last section, an attempt at
correlating the ridge and furrow survey with documentary evidence is called for,
in the hope of reconstructing something of the former township and its open
fields and their enclosure. In summary, the results are rather disappointing:
neither the enclosure nor the depopulation of Water Eaton can be precisely
described or dated, but both processes appear to have spanned several centuries.
Water Eaton lies low by the Cherwell on the Oxford clay." Until recently
it was reckoned a township of some 1,500 acres in Kidlington parish. It
included Frieze, lying west of the Banbury road (or Portway), and a small
detached area between the road and the river on the line of the present Oxford
by-pass. (Both these areas are omitted from the survey shown on FIG. 38 as they
have suffered from recent developments.) The southern part of Water Eaton
probably includes a considerable portion three hides in Domesday) of the
original Cutteslowe, which Oseney Abbey apparently united with its manor of
Water Eaton in medieval times. The extra-parochial area that continued to
be known as Cutteslowe probably represents the remaining two hides that were
held by the Priory of St. Frideswide."
H Econ. H.R. 1951 ) ,16-17.
4~ Eyre. A~n·(. H.R. ( 1955). Oq.
41 I(TII ' Oxon .. 103 .
.. Som(" piN:'t"meal and partly inaccurate infonnation on th(" manorial history of \\ att"r Eaton can
})t. found in Mn. B. Stapleton, Thrtt OlifordJhirt ParishLJ (O.H.S. XXIV, 1893 ), 10:1-14. S('c also :\orne
dlOrl nOI('1 by H . E. Salter in The Cartulary oj O.ltnry Abb{lI, IV a.II .S. XCVII) , 97-8.
49 In 19:28 part ofCutleslowe. tht' delachM part of Water Eaton and a few acre. of i'ri!'"Z(.' ..... ere
incoq)()!"aH'd within the { ity of Oxford. I he rtmamlOji{ parts of Wale'r Eaton and CullMlow(" ..... ere
th(,11 combin('d with olh('r areas '0 th(" north.wNt and !'Outh.wnt to form Ih(' nt'w ("ivil pari ~ h ofCO!Irord
and Walt'r Laton.
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PIO. 38
Map of Water Eaton showing furlongs of ridge and furrow as preserved in 1960.
(N. D. -Within the furlongs only the length and direction oflhe ridges are shown:
no attempt has been made to represent the individual ridgt'S or' rC'\'ene·S· tbapes.)
(Parish boundary based on Ordnance ·urvey. Crown copyright reserved)

Most of Water Eaton lies undcr ridge and furrow, and appears to have
everthcless, tractor ploughing
been under permanent grass since enclosure.
is encroaching here and there, opening up the tops and throwing outwards,
so that in sc\'eral enclosures the ridges are already low and will doubtless be
obliterated in time. Only in some western and north-western parts of the
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township was such levelling complete by 1960. The extent of the destruction is
uncertain, especially as the unridged area includes the deserted village site.
This shows best on air-photographs, but is also partly ploughed. The other
areas not lying ridge and furrow seem never to have been cultivated either before
or since enclosure. They consist of riverside meadows of varying breadth, a few
ponds, and an irregular triangular plot bounded by big headlands half a mile
east of the road. Perhaps this represents one of the commons or greens
mentioned in a survey of 1659.'.
That Water Eaton once contained a vigorous agricultural community is
indicated by Domesday that recorded 26 vil/alli and 7 bordani with 9 ploughteams." There were also three and a half hides of demesne (inland) that doubtless increased its value to Oseney Abbey, which acquired Water Eaton in the
1130'S. An account roll for the year 1279-80 shows that the Water Eaton
manor was then enjoying some intensive demesne farming, both arable and
pastoral, directly supervised by the Abbey through a canon-warden." The
figure of63 oxen, suggesting a considerable ploughing capacity, is reflected in the
large grain liveries to the Abbey, while over 600 sheep were accounted for. Of
all of Oseney's manors whose accounts survive in this roll, Water Eaton was
then the most prosperous, apparently being exploited as a home-farm and
perhaps also for the Oxford market. Some of the demesne was being worked
by Jamuli (hired labourers or servants of the manor, as opposed to tenants), and
it can probably be assumed that there was also a body of customary tenants,
though the account is not explicit on tlus, except to mention the commutation
of 16s. worth of labour-services. Nevertheless, it is clear that the emphasis on
the manor was not on tenants' farming. There is nothing to show that any of
the demesne arable was enclosed at this period. Indeed, for Water Eaton and
CUlleslowe in the 13th and 14th centuries there are several references to openfield acres, headlands and butts as well as to pieces of common meadow held by
the Abbey and by the Priory of St. Frideswide." Some of these appear to
have been blocks, not indi,·idual selions. Other recorded holdings are half a
hide with the Rastel family in the 12th and 13th centuries, and the ' miller's
acres " consisting of two acres of arable (perhaps, from their description, two
adjacent ridges) bounded by lands of the Abbot on either side, with an acre of
lot-meadow, exchanged by a franklin in about 1300." Customary tenants
and their lands are very rarely mentioned, but the reason cannot be depopulaSe~

bfoJow.
r'.C. II. Oxon" I. 4'3.
~~ o.Itn4Y Carlular),. ed. Il. L. Salter, \'1 (O. H . . XCI), 196-8.
q e.g. T~ Cartulary qf the MOflOiltry of SI. Fridnu;ide. t'fI, S R Wigram, J (0. H.S. x..."<:VIJI ), 77 ;
(O.ll.S. XXXI). '212 ; Osnuy Carl., I\", 10'2 : draling with a di,putc between the two hou.se5.
H Osnuy Carl., IV. 99-101.
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lion at this period: 14th-century tax-lists show reasonable numbers at Water
Eaton, and as many as 128 paying poll-tax in '377."
There are no more unmutilated accounts until the years 1509-10 and
1520-21.'. These included no details of grain and stock with the cash returns,
bu t show that a large part of the demesne was then leased at farm. Oseney was
clearly finding Water Eaton more profitable for livestock than arable. Two
derelict cottages had been converted into a pinfold, and Cutteslowe pasture was
reserved for the monastery's cattle. But there were still customary tenants
paying rents amounting to some £24, and 16 tenants were party to an agreement with the Abbey and Convent in 15' I." Besides a number of common
rights and small pieces of arable and meadow, the tenants conceded to the
Abbey the Southfield, which thereafter remained pasture. The tenants
received lands and common rights elsewhere, particularly in Cutteslowe, but
the Abbot had the right to pasture 300 sheep in specified fields or parts offields,
when not sown, and the tenants might be required to wash and shear as many as
400 of his sheep. This agreement probably explains the record of the Commission on enclosures of 1517 that the Ahbot of Oseney had shortly before
enclosed with hedges and ditches and converted to pasture 107 acres of arable at
Water Eaton." It may also explain why the farm of the manor and demesne
lands, only £16 in 1509-10, was £35 in 1520-21.
Since the Dissolution the manor has passed through the hands of a number
of families, and the demesne land has been mostly, and later entirely, leased.
The accent has been on enclosed pasture and meadow, as illustrated in a survey
of 1659 when some of the riverside meadow was rated at 45S. an acre." In the
following decade Anthony it Wood put Water Eaton first in his list of places of
, good pasture ' near Oxford," while to Arthur Young in 180g Water Eaton was
, rich cow ground' and contained' the best grassland in the county; it is under
dairies'. One farmer had sheep as well, but there was 'some arable' .·'
However, the surveys of 1659 and 1670 record 20 to 30 tenants of the manor,
mostly resident, holding some 300 acres. Some 80 of these acres were arable, in
which only 6 or 8 of the tenants partook. The rest was common pasture and
~, r am indebtt'd to Mrs. M. Lobel for showing me transcripts of
Victoria County Ilulory.

"
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figures compiled for the

Carl., VI. :230, 259-60.

n Sawyer pps. in private hand3. 1 am indebtC"Clto l\1.n. 1\1. Long who hM worked through thrse
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.. Tht Dom.uao.1ojJnc/OSUTtS, ed. I. S. Leadam, I ( 18q7). 376-7.
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meadow." These surveys suggest that the oft-quoted statement, reputedly
made in a judicial interrogation by one of the intending hunger rioters in
Oxfordshire in 1596, that Mr. Frere had destroyed the whole town of Water
Eaton," may not have been strictly accurate. Frere was not specifically accused
of expulsion by the malcontents, and no tenant of Water Eaton, resident or
expelled, appears to have been among them. Nor was the complaint of
enclosing the commons held against Frere, as against other gentlemen in the
district." But Frere had built a pretentious manor-house and Water Eaton
Chapel a short distance from the village site, and it is quite possible that this
was accompanied by some destruction, perhaps of decadent homesteads. On
the other hand, it could be that the desertion of the village was completed in
Frere's time, and that the 17th-century tenants occupied homesteads dispersed
about the township.
This account of Water Eaton is necessarily very sketchy. But two
interesting conclusions might be hazarded- that most of the ridge and furrow
there has been abandoned since the 16th century, if not earlier, and that when
arable farming was most intensive, probably in the late 13th century, the bulk of
the land was in demesne. It seems likely that Oseney Abbey'S demesne arable
included large blocks in the fields, which would presumably have allowed
considerable independence of common-field customs. In which case enclosure,
when desired, should have been relatively easy to effect.
But the documentary evidence is insufficient for definite conclusions. It is
not even certain how many open fields Water Eaton possessed at anyone time,
and only in an exceptional township could field boundaries be deduced from the
ridge and furrow pattern, without the help of a field-map or detailed survey,
neither of which has turned up among the Water Eaton papers. There are
recorded, however, a number of names of fields, parts of fields or furlongs-in
the medieval period, Breche, Benacre and Stotfurlong ;" in the 16th and 17th
centuries, orthfield, Southfield, Great Southfield, Cutteslowe Field, Jordanhill, Twisloe and again the Breach." Some of these can be roughly located,
but none precisely demarcated. Others are entirely lost, or may be alternative
names. Several of the names of meadows and other non-arable are similarly
unidentifiable.
In fact the archaeological approach to open-field farming has clear limitations. The manorial and village economy, the tenurial basis, field customs,
rotations and the crops grown have all to be sought from documents and can
~l Sawy~r
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hardly be read on or under the ground. Land lying ridge and furrow has at
some time been arable, yet the old ridges will not tell us how much land was
subject to an open-field rotation at any particular time. But agriculture, like
archaeology, is an earthy pursuit, and study of the remains of open fields can,
if intelligently combined with that of documents, help in creating a more
feasible picture of former agricultural life and work. We cannot hope to
understand records of by-gone husbandry practices without testing the
terminology against the soil.

